Spring 2018
After School Class Schedule
April 9 - June 1
Important Information
Online Registration
begins Monday, April 2nd @ 9 am through
www.kentercanyon.org OR by the link below

https://kenterafterschoolclasses.onlinepartybook.com/catalog.php
Classes that become full during the online registration process will state that
they are full, but you may place your child on the class waitlist. If a spot becomes
available, the After School Coordinator will e-mail the first person on the waitlist.
You may e-mail afterschool@kentercanyon.org, if you have any questions.
Be sure to include your name, a contact e-mail and your child’s name, grade
and room number. Once you hit SUBMIT on the online registration form,
remember to continue on to the PayPal site to complete the registration
process.Your PayPal receiptis proof of payment for the classes.
For all classes available to Kindergarten and 1st grade students, please note that
neither LAUSD nor PSG emplyees are allowed to walk students to or from an
after school class. Students in Kindergarten and 1st grade must be accompanied
to their after school class by a parent or parent designee (such as another parent,
nanny, sibling in grades 2-5, etc.)

REFUND POLICY

Should you need a refund for any reason, a 10% processing fee will be kept for
all payments. NO refunds will be given after the third week of classes.
IF a class is canceled for any reason, a full refund will be given to the parents.

QUESTIONS? Please contact the After School Coordinator at
afterschool@kentercanyon.org

Monday Classes
3 - 4 PM
**There are no classes on May 28th**

Cute and Cuddly Animals! - $165
Parker Anderson - Grades K-3- Science Lab
Min 5/ Max 20
Cute and Cuddly Animals! is a hands-on
experience with some of the most
adorable animals around! Kids will enjoy
learning about new animals each week,
such as guinea pigs, ferrets, miniature
chickens, bunny rabbits and more! This
exciting and enchanting class is
perfectly suitable for students of all ages!

Break Dancing - $165
Funky Divas & Dudes - Grades K-5
Auditorium (or RM 8, if unavailable)
Min 8/ Max 20
It’s time to break out the break-dance
moves and get ready to move! Students
will learn some basic dance moves and
get to show their skills during their end
of session performance for parents,
family, and friends!

Tennis - $175
TGA - Grades K-5 - South Yard
(Rainy Day- RM 101) Min 6/ Max 20
NEW to TGA: STEM experiments that
help students understand the science of
the game relating to racquet stroke, ball
speed and bounce, and angles.
Fun comes first in every TGA class, but
our curriculum also focuses on
improving motor skills and physical
fitness as well as instilling self-confidence and life values through tennis
instruction.
Students
learn
the
fundamentals, etiquette and rules of the
game in the comfortable environment
of your school campus with a low 10:1
student instructor ratio. Best of all, we
provide all the equipment and training
materials so children of all skill levels
have the chance to come out and play
with TGA.

Tuesday Classes
2 - 3 PM
Soccer Class (K-2nd) - $175
Mr. David Turcios - Grades K-2 - South Yard

(on rainy days in RM 103) Min 5 / Max 12
Do you love playing soccer? If so, come
join us for a great time of playing,
training, and learning fundamental
aspects of soccer. We will work on
developing our skills, as well as improving
in our feet coordination. Furthermore, we
will work on enhancing our performances
in game-like settings. We hope you can
join us for this fun experience!

Farsi Language Class - $175
Aria Farsi - Grades K-5 - RM 204

Extreme Ancient
Engineering with Legos! - $175
Professor Egghead - Grades K-3 - Science Lab

Min 5/ Max 15
Strap in, because this session the
Egghead Engineering team is hopping
in the time machine and going back in
time to build huge engineering marvels!
Using LEGOs, students will build
awesome ancient creations like
aqueducts, huge dams, wells, and giant
coliseums. Then, we'll test them with the
crush test, the weight test, and all of our
other tests to make sure they can stand
up to the challenge!

Min 5 / Max 12
Salam! Come immerse your child in the
beauty of the Farsi language. The
students will learn and practice their
Farsi through fun games, making it an
exciting learning environment. Class
intended for students of all levels from
beginners to students already familiar
with the language.

SEW Much Fun! - $175
Visions of a Daydream - Grades 1-5 RM 102

Min 5/ Max 12
Time for some sewing fun! In this class
we will learn hand stitching techniques,
create our own stuffed animals, and
more!!

Hogwarts Academy! - $175
Visions of a Daydream - Grades 1-5 - RM 101

Min 5 / Max 20
Perfect your magic skills in this
interactive, creative, spell-binding class!
Find out which house you belong to and
learn how to make potions, use your
wand, identify creatures, and more!
Witches and wizards of all ages will
graduate the Academy with the supplies
and skills to use their magic for good.

Wednesday Classes
3 - 4 PM
Chess - $175

Keyboard Piano Club - $195

Parker Anderson - Grades 1-5 - RM 104

Musical Minds - Grades K-5 - Science Lab

Min 6 / Max 20

Min 8 / Max 15

We introduce chess to students in a fun
and exciting way! For all students and
all levels, we teach students to play
chess and help them succeed in school
by stimulating their problem solving
skills, analytical skills, and critical
thinking. Includes exclusive booklets
and worksheets. Win certificates,
medals and trophies!

Kids will have the opportunity to learn
to play their favorite songs and music
on the electric keyboards. Radio hits,
movie and television themes are made
so easy that you will be playing them
the very first class! The club is a
combination of keyboard piano lessons
and a music learning workshop, which
uses a clever visual method to teach
the basics of reading music and playing
piano. Each participant is supplied a
keyboard, headphones and books
during class.

Art 101 - $175
Ms. Annie Cauffman - Grades K-5 - RM 103
Min 5/ Max 10
Students will explore the basics of art in
a warm nurturing environment, where
everyone is an artist! Students will work
with an array of drawing and painting
materials creating a wide range of
projects from a variety of subjects.

Runway Fashion - $185
Parker Anderson - Grades 1-5 - RM 10
Min 5/ Max 15
The Fashion Design class is all about
you! Create a “line” of clothing, from
formal gowns to casual chic! Come up
with your own design for a school
uniform and make an outfit
for yourself using clothes from your
closet. It will be fun... and chic too!

Thursday Classes
2 - 3 PM
Spanish for Beginners
and Intermediate - $175

Karate - $175

Ms. Viviana Sanchez - Grades 1-5 - RM 203

Karate 4 Kids - Grades K-5 - RM 7

Min 5 / Max 10

Min 5 / Max 30

Hola! Como estas? Continue to immerse
yourselves in the Spanish language
with Ms. Viviana. Play fun games , as you
learn and practice your Spanish! Class
intended for students of all levels from
Beginners to students already familiar
with the language.

Come and learn the art of Karate!
Veteran instructors experienced in
martial arts will guide students along
the path to a black belt. Students will
gain confidence while having fun.
More information about purchasing
uniforms will be sent home after the
first class, if you need to order a
uniform. If the student already has a
karate uniform, they may use it for the
class. Uniforms must be white, but any
belts earned by the students in other
karate classes can be worn to this class.

Dino Robotics - $185
H.M. Logi - Grades K-3 - RM 9
Min 5 / Max 15
Students investigate two fascinating
and astonishing worlds throughout the
year - the world of dinosaurs and the
world of robotics. Our courses support
Common Core standards in S.T.E.M. With
this one of a kind program, students are
familiarized with the stories of dinosaur
species, their habits, food preferences
and the reasons behind their extinction.
Students will also take part of a quest to
discover dinosaur bones using a
kid-friendly excavation kit early on in
the program. They will dig and find
bones, which they will use to build a
mini dinosaur model.

Soccer Class (3rd-5th) - $175
Mr. David Turcios - Grades 3-5 - South Yard
(on rainy days in RM 103) Min 5 / Max 15
Do you love playing soccer? If so come
join us for a great time of playing,
training and learning fundamental
aspects of soccer. We will work on
developing our skills and as well as
improving in our feet coordination.
Furthermore we will work on enhancing
our performances in game like setting.
We hope you can join us for this fun
experience.

Thursday Classes (cont.)
2 - 3 PM
Golf - $185
TGA - Grades K-5 - South Yard

Professor Egghead:
Detectives - $175
TGA - Grades K-5 - South Yard

(on rainy days in RM 101) Min 5 / Max 20

(on rainy days in RM 103) Min 5 / Max 15

TGA premire Junior Golf brings golf
instruction to your school! Our national,
award winning, 5-level program is
specially designed for children. Fun
comes first in every TGA class, but our
curriculum also focuses on improving
motor skills and physical fitness as well
as instilling self-confidence and life
values through professional golf
instruction. Students learn the
fundamentals, etiquette and rules of
the game in the comfortable environment of your school campus with a low
10:1 student instructor ratio. Best of all,
we provide all the equipment and
training material so children of all skill
levels have the chance to come out and
tee it up with TGA.

Come join the Egghead Detective
squad this session to solve the mystery
of the stolen portrait! Eggheads will
dust for fingerprints, decode secret
messages, analyze DNA, and use real
forensic science techniques to find the
missing artwork! The best part? They
get to take it all home at the end of each
class! All Eggheads will also get their
Detective ID card, authorizing them to
use real science to solve mysteries.

Friday Classes
3 - 4 PM
Tech Kids Minecraft! - $175
Parker Anderson - Grades 1-5 - Science Lab
Min 5 / Max 15
Make Minecraft Legos come to life using
Stop-Motion animation! Storyboard
ideas, develop plots, and create unique
Lego characters & sets as you bring
inanimate objects to life! Each student
receives a copy of the collaborative class
work at the end of the session.

So You Think
You Can Dance? - $175
Funky Divas and Dudes Grades K-5
Auditorium (or RM 10, if unavailable)
Min 5 / Max 20
Catch on to the latest dance craze!
Learn the basic techniques of dance
and how to move to the beat! Routines
are taught which help you develop
sequential memory. We groove to Katey
Perry, Black Eyed Peas, Taio Cruz, Selena
Gomez, classics from the past, and all of
your favorite tunes! On the last day of
class, a performance in costumes will be
held for all of your family and friends to
come see you groove.

